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The saying is, “A picture’s worth a thousand wordsthousand words.” In the case of photographs of beautiful, newly built homes, that is the
case. It would be hard to explain the beauty of newly completed cabinets or the wondrous mix of colors in the front yard
garden. Even the way the sunset looks from the back porch is nearly impossible to explain in words.

Capturing the beauty of newly built homes and communities is architectural photographerarchitectural photographer, Brian Swartzwelder’s passion.
With over 14 years of experience photographing new model homes and with architectural photography published in magazines
such as Florida Investor Magazine and Home Trends Magazine, Swartzwelder and his company, Grey Street Studios, have
established themselves as a legitimate source for your architectural photography needs.

Grey Street Studios offers photography with a variety of focuses. First, we have aerial videos. These allow the potential buyer
to see an overview of the entire community. Through this, the buyer gets a feel for the placement and size of the buildings and
other community features. Interior and exterior photographs are another great feature. Both give potential buyers a feel for the
property and the community.

Often, we will even provide photographs taken at different points in the day to show potential occupants the beauty of that
specific location with different natural lighting. As part of our services, we also do digital staging. This allows us to take out
things which are blocking the way such as fences or sales flags. We also add in furniture and other features to make the
house feel more like a home and allow buyers to better visualize themselves in the home.
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A wonderful feature we provide combines many of our different services to create virtual tours of the homes. Through this,
people can see the layout of the homes, see how each room in the house looks, and in many cases take a 360 degree tour of
certain rooms in the home. Our virtual tours can also extend to tours of the housing community. If you are interested in
learning more about our services, contact uscontact us.
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